
Verge





Meant to be seen as moving into out of reach that is 

Meant to be marked as only available for an instant 
That is retreating being left behind   that is 

Little piece of sky isolated 
Seen in the rear view mirror slipping              away as the sign

Rises and disappears into that band of  aqua across 
One edge of the windshield gone long ago now that 

Outdated way of cutting the light





Air to make negative space appear an opportunity 
Reinvention of the reference to fins streamlined the dream was 

Is    the speed at which love arrives     yeah

And dies clock this    a little bit over the limit always   baby
A layer of dirty brown grey  here
 
Held down above the whole  dream another element   will





Say what each exaggerated swagger raised and chopped 

Said over and over everything in excess but aerodynamic

Our progress we’re using it to lift off we’re using it up

Celebrating this magic ability to get somewhere fast to get

Away even faster by which logic we  Away by which logic

We fast the ability collapsing history  by which logic   We

Have already been everywhere     never sure

We got anywhere  and too much is   never  enough





Star shapes spikey reach up invade space signal a space mark a
brief 
stopping point make an opening indicate a meeting of desires or
 
what   a flow the movement away here away until it becomes 
as easy as breathing to want a part  of a dead 
cow  finely  ground  the  thick  icy  pour  of  white

proposing a future that never arrives they remain 
markers of a past that can never be the past   touching





See we have enough to burn to light up the sky to say stop 

here you want to         more than enough





This sky they try to interrupt each
This sky they try to interrupt each
This sky they try to interrupt each
Hard sharp oasis inside of which the “good time” happens 
Happened   ghosts go on 
Having that good time deferring or displacing
The cost who were we cruel innocents 
       Bodies made of meat and milk 
Heads full of a single glowing thought  stop don’t stop





Stacked spikes “tell a story”   signal seem to advise a swerve

A word for an extension
A kind of promise an invitation
Flung into the air and stilled there

toward or away
toward   away





F r e e d o m  f r o m  a l l  I  w a n t  i s  j u s t  a  p l a c e  t o  s t o p





Jaggedness rep repetition but exact as if recorded 
Sections   cut into the flat  

Attention is got  These sharp
Edges a kind of mopping up piecemeal removal 

Residue crafted into that first proposal 
Completely fails to account for            

Jaggedness     rep repetition exact as if recorded
Despair is will be was by-product

What a cheerful mess       Our visions                  
Abandoned  “You should see 

The other guy”   hic





Replacement is the essential gesture. As in a dream: the figure you seek is in every

figure, more or less. The steadiness of desire as desire itself not desire for. The focus is

on what it is that’s moving into or out of vision not the not the frame of the gaze, desire,

which stays there. The world is a pour…

Was broken                    

Horizon                     

Meaning                     

                                        Remains
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     People say that LA is somehow different. But is there a city that is the same city as any other? Isn’t difference the attribute that characterizes the essence of any given

city? And within that isn’t the city itself characterized by numerous differences having to do with neighborhoods, communities, cultures, and styles? Visually, LA has been

notable  for covering that up, given that on the freeway you don’t see difference. For example, you physically have to drive into the streets  of South Central LA to see the

urban politics of race close up. Otherwise you’d just be driving over it, unseen, on the Harbor Freeway. 

     We’ve been everywhere, never sure we got anywhere. LA was more like that in the 1960s than it is now, given gentrification, but in the aggregate LA and its urban

extensions up into the Valley or down south into easterly Pomona and Riverside or more westerly into the agitated doldrums of Orange County one still has the sense that

everywhere is an anywhere with some unique signifiers thrown in for laughs. These signifiers populate the LA basin largely as signs in the sky that point to some

aerodynamic future everyone knows isn’t going to happen. That is, the signifiers of LA are more often than not the signifiers of dead-ended dreams, signs of a future anterior. 

     As it happens, many of these signifiers have to do with Lebensraum, or, less fascistically put, living space in the form of some dreamy outer-space fantasy. Spiky, star-burst

shapes interrupt the sky in order to beckon us upwards into the ether. Really, this is just some space age metaphor that speaks to everyone’s desire to have more and more

space to themselves even as population density is increasing and land is becoming more scarce. Isn’t this basically just garden variety xenophobia? The wish to have the

beach all to oneself? Is Norm’s that beach? that place in the sky? “Freedom from all I want is just a place to stop.” Instead of a sign that says Eat Here, we get some airway

pennants directing us up to some empty place in the sky, someplace far away from the here and now of LA, someplace where one can breathe in peace. 

    John David O’Brien’s images of LA’s semiotics and Laura Mullen’s poetic text brilliantly exemplify the paradoxical experience of being in LA, of driving around congested

streets and freeways underneath signs promising the very thing people came out to California in order to have but were cheated out of: freedom of movement and distance

from others.

                    Herman Rapaport
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